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Dear Animal friends

November 2017
With a heavy heart we had to inform you last month
that Brigittes´ husband Werner had passed away
and she had to go back to Germany. She is still
there and is hoping to be back at the end of this
year. Things have been hard on all of us and since
we are such a small team we are happy that at least
our wonderful volunteer Sven has returned to the
island and is staying every day at our office in
Chaweng – taking a big stone off Jay’s shoulder too
since she has been left alone with the office work in
the past few weeks. Thankfully our manager Wit is
still going absolutely strong every single day, our
long term volunteers Linda and Tom are also back

in full force and our helpers and especially Dr. Sith are giving their best to keep things going as good
as possible. A big THANK YOU also to all our volunteers! If for a day, one week or for months, your
help is greatly appreciated. However, it is a fact that we DEPEND ON YOUR HELP too! Not only with
any kind of donations for our dogs and cats but also on your help when it comes to rescuing animals
in need of help.
So often we get phone calls from animal
friends, reporting an injured dog or cat
SOMEWHERE but do not stay with the
animal. We often simply don’t have the manpower to go and search endlessly for reported
animals. Like in the case of the dog in the
picture- we are so very grateful if people help
us to find the animal. A lovely Thai lady heard
that we were searching for a terribly sick dog
in the area near our shelter in Baan Taling
Ngam. Only thanks to her staying with the dog
we finally managed to catch her and will give
our very best to have her back on her feet.
She is now at our shelter and is getting the
necessary careB..
Thank you very much for all your help! We hope we can count on your continued support so that we
can make even more progress in the future. We believe our efforts to make Koh Samui more animalfriendly have made it a happier and safer place for tourists, for which the tourists are grateful. Our
four-legged friends are most grateful for your contribution!
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Dog (Female)
113
Best wishes
The DRCS - Team
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